
Dan Ruben 

Executive Director 

Equal Justice America 

13540 East Boundary Road 

Midlothian, Virginia 23112 

 

Dear Mr. Ruben: 

 

 I had the pleasure of working as a legal intern in the Charlottesville office of the Central 

Virginia Legal Aid Society this summer.  Accepting this position was made possible due in no 

small part to the generous grant I received from your organization, for which I am tremendously 

grateful.  In my role at CVLAS I served under the office’s managing attorney, Robin Edwards, 

who provided me with the opportunities and guidance to develop skills essential for me to 

succeed in my future career as a lawyer.    

 

While my proficiency in legal research and writing improved dramatically during my 

time at CVLAS, I believe the most valuable takeaway from my summer experience was the 

exposure I received to the human aspect of law which cannot be replicated in the classroom by 

reading cases or spotting issues on an exam.  Every client who came through our doors faced a 

problem, and the individual toll caused by the consequences of these problems were increased 

exponentially given the indigent status of our clients.  Whether it was a family facing eviction 

with no place else to go, or a single mother whose life savings were inappropriately garnished, I 

worked to find not just an effective legal solution, but a solution which was best for the client 

given their unique situation and pressures. 

 

 One notable case I had involved a young family with five children who lost everything 

when a tree fell on their manufactured home.  Without insurance, this family was forced to 

survive on the kindness of the community.  Knowing the stopgap provided by this generosity 

was not permanent, I worked directly with counsel for the mobile home park owner to 

expeditiously reach a settlement agreement that adequately compensated the family for their 

losses and mitigated the need for them to bear the added burden posed by litigation.  Speaking 

with the family on a daily basis, I felt an immense personal investment in seeking a resolution to 

this matter.  The absolute highlight of my summer came on my final day at CVLAS when an 

agreement was reached an hour before close of business, and I was able to witness the sense of 

relief on the mother’s face when she came to our office to sign the agreement.  Knowing that I 

played a direct role in this family acquiring the funds necessary to begin rebuilding after such a 

devastating loss was certainly one of the most affecting moments of my life. 

 

On a daily basis I was humbled in my interactions with clients, as I discovered many had 

grown up in privileged environments similar to the ones myself and many law students were 

raised, but had suffered an unfortunate setback somewhere along the way through no fault of 

their own.  The stories they told all shared a common thread: the desire to work hard and 

overcome the obstacles placed before them.  This dedication to hard work was on full display 

when I stepped out of the office and joined the CVLAS Virginia Farm Workers Program on 

outreach trips to meet with migrant farm workers to, among other things, ensure they were 

receiving worker’s compensation and that their living environment was safe and sanitary.  



Thousands of miles from home, with the vast majority speaking little to no English, these 

isolated individuals were in a particularly vulnerable situation.  To play a role in protecting them 

was beyond moving.  This was made especially so after hearing countless stories from the 

workers about the families they were supporting back in their home countries with the fruits of 

their labor on these farms. 

 

I cannot begin to express my gratitude to Equal Justice America and the donors who 

funded my grant.  As a consequence of my time at CVLAS, I will enter practice with an intimate 

understanding of the influential role an attorney plays in the lives of clients; no matter how big or 

small, and rich or poor.  I will also carry into my career a commitment of compassion, ensuring 

that I personally dedicate time to providing an access to justice to those who would otherwise go 

without.  I look forward to contributing to your organization in the future so that the next 

generation of students is able to benefit from experiences like mine and clients can benefit from 

those students willing to devote their talents. 

 

Thank you,    

 

Samuel Yergin 

University of Virginia School of Law 

Class of 2018 






